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Hardwired 3 – Conductor Power Cord
Get more than connected — get hardwired!

Features
 *  Large pure copper conductors transfer more current
 *  Precision wound conductors reduce noise
 *  Pressure extruded jacket dampens out resonance

Hardwired 2 – Conductor Power Cord
Get more than connected — get hardwired!

Features
 *  Large pure copper conductors transfer more current
 *  Precision wound conductors reduce noise
 *  Pressure extruded jacket dampens out resonance
 *  High quality plugs fit firmly and deliver full power
 *  Non-polarized figure 8 plug for ungrouped figure connections

Performance Power Cord

Performance Power Cord is upgradeable through authorized Transparent dealers to High Performance Power Cord and above.

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: 15A grounded USA wall plug > 15A IEC.
 *  Standard lengths: 0.5 meter, 1 meter, 2 meters
 *  Termination: US grounded 15A plug > 15A IEC

In today's fast-moving, high-tech world, you need connections that deliver performance and reliability, not just convenience. 
Transparent Hardwired provides high-quality audio and video connections designed to link your digital media with your home 
entertainment system. Hardwired 3-Conductor Power Cords are the ideal connection to deliver safe, stable current to your audio 
components.  

 *  Firmly fitting plugs with a solid ground connection reduce noise and 
increase power transfer

In today's fast-moving, high-tech world, you need connections that deliver performance and reliability, not just convenience. 
Transparent Hardwired provides high-quality audio and video connections designed to link your digital media with your home 
entertainment system. Hardwired 2-Conductor Power Cords are the ideal connection to deliver safe, stable current to your audio 
components.  

Performance Power Cord is a high-current, double-shielded flexible power cord made with 12-gauge OFHC copper and high 
quality, sturdy molded plugs. When Performance Power Cord cords are installed as an integral part of an entry level, high 
performance music or home theater system (replacing the original power cords that typically come with these components) the 
result is deeply satisfying, delivering the emotion and meaning in your favorite music and films.



High Performance Power Cord

High Performance Power Cord is upgradeable through authorized Transparent dealers to Premium Power Cord and above.

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: 15A grounded USA wall plug > 15A IEC.
 *  Standard lengths: 0.5 meter, 1 meter, 2 meters

Premium Power Cord

Premium Power Cord is upgradeable through authorized Transparent dealers to Reference Power Cord and above.

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: 15A grounded USA wall plug > 15A IEC.
 *  Standard length: 2 meters

 *  Termination: US grounded 15A plug > 15A IEC

Reference Power Cord

 **

 **

 ** 

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: 15A grounded USA wall plug > 15A IEC

 *  Standard length: 2 meters
 *  Custom lengths always available.

High Performance Power Cord offers a significant upgrade over stock component power cords in every music and home theater 
system. High-current HPPC was designed from the ground up with hefty 12-gauge OFHC copper conductors for excellent current 
transfer and high quality double shielding. The hand terminated connectors ensure high performance and long service life.

 *  Custom lengths, 20-amp IEC and AC plugs, 90-degree plugs, and other 
voltage/plug combinations available. Please contact Transparent or an 
authorized Transparent dealer for details.

Premium Power Cord consists of many OFHC copper strands precision wound together to create a flexible 10-gauge cable 
capable of carrying all the current required of powerful amplifiers. High coverage pure copper shielding and a foil shield wrap 
reduce noise. A Transparent filter network reduces more AC line noise. Hefty plugs and sturdy termination deliver power and 
reliability.

Premium Power Cord is the perfect partner for all systems at the premium performance level. Due to its greater transfer 
capabilities, Premium Power Cord is a better match with high-current amplifiers than High Performance Power Cord.

 *  Custom lengths, 20-amp IEC and AC plugs, 90-degree plugs, and other 
voltage/plug combinations available. Please contact Transparent or an 
authorized Transparent dealer for details.

Inspired by OPUS Power Cord, the new Generation 5 REFERENCE Power Cords deliver power with more dynamic freedom and 
less noise than previous technology REFERENCE Series Power Cords.

New more tightly constructed power cable technology holds all elements of the cable package firmly in place and 
preserves the intended electrical properties of the cable designs.
New termination technology insures better power delivery without restriction or instability, thereby freeing your 
components to bring you a more realistic music experience.
New network technology takes the length of the power cable and its inherent electrical properties fully into 
consideration to reduce noise to previously unachievable levels.

The result of searching for the best sound quality, REFERENCE Power Cords evolved after years of experimentation. REFERENCE 
Power Cord takes Transparent's commitment to reproducing the most lifelike and involving music possible to a new level.

 *  Optional terminations: 20A grounded USA Wall Plug; 20A IEC; plugs for 
EU, UK, and other electrical systems available.



XL Power Cord

 **

 **

 ** 

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: 15A grounded USA wall plug > 15A IEC

 *  Standard length: 2 meters
 *  Custom lengths always available.

Opus Power Cord Source

OPUS Power Cord Source is US, Euro, and UK AC terminations are all available.

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: 15A grounded USA wall plug > 15A IEC

 *  Standard length: 2 meters
 *  Custom lengths always available.

Inspired by OPUS Power Cord, the new Generation 5 XL Power Cords deliver power with more dynamic freedom and less noise 
than previous technology REFERENCE Series Power Cords.

New more tightly constructed power cable technology holds all elements of the cable package firmly in place and 
preserves the intended electrical properties of the cable designs.
New termination technology insures better power delivery without restriction or instability, thereby freeing your 
components to bring you a more realistic music experience.
New network technology takes the length of the power cable and its inherent electrical properties fully into 
consideration to reduce noise to previously unachievable levels.

The result of searching for the best sound quality, REFERENCE Power Cords evolved after years of experimentation. XL Power 
Cord takes Transparent's commitment to reproducing the most lifelike and involving music possible to a new level.

 *  Optional terminations: 20A grounded USA Wall Plug; 20A IEC; plugs for 
EU, UK, and other electrical systems available.

Now, Transparent is pleased to announce that much of what we have learned in the development of Generation 5 Audio Cables 
has led to a series of breakthroughs that unleash power cord performance. Transparent welcomes the new OPUS Power Cord 
Source to our growing family of Generation 5 flagships!  

The new Transparent OPUS Power Cord Source takes Transparent's commitment to reproducing the most lifelike and involving 
music possible to another level. The OPUS Power Cord Source is constructed of precision wound OFHC conductor bundles, 
uniformly separated by carefully selected quiet and electrically neutral fillers to deliver the most accurate, uninterrupted electrical 
flow. A first for Transparent, every OPUS Power Cord Source has a finely calibrated network built into it to achieve ideal electrical 
characteristics regardless of its length and termination requirements. In addition, the OPUS Power Cord Source connectors 
feature superior quality, tight-fitting contacts. AC plugs and component-end connectors can be customized in a manner that 
results in the cleanest, most-strain free connection possible.

OPUS Power Cord Source embraces the same cable, network, and termination innovations that define our entire Generation 5 
Audio Cable lineup.  Although packed with the same technology as the recently introduced larger and heftier OPUS Power Cord, 
it is slim, compact, and flexible enough to reside elegantly and comfortably behind a component rack.

 *  Optional terminations: 20A grounded USA Wall Plug; 20A IEC; plugs for 
EU, UK, and other electrical systems available.



Opus Power Cord

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: 15A grounded USA wall plug > 15A IEC

 *  Standard length: 2 meters
 *  Custom lengths always available.

Now, Transparent is pleased to announce that much of what we have learned in the development of Generation 5 Audio Cables 
has led to a series of breakthroughs that unleash power cord performance. Transparent welcomes the new OPUS Power Cord to 
our growing family of Generation 5 flagships!

The new Transparent OPUS Power Cord takes Transparent's commitment to reproducing the most lifelike and involving music 
possible to another level. The OPUS Power Cord is constructed of precision wound 10 AWG conductor bundles, uniformly 
separated by carefully selected quiet and electrically neutral fillers to deliver the most accurate, uninterrupted electrical flow.

A first for Transparent, every OPUS Power Cord has a finely calibrated network built into it to achieve ideal electrical 
characteristics regardless of its length and termination requirements. In addition, the OPUS Power Cord connectors feature 
superior quality, tight-fitting contacts. AC plugs and component-end connectors can be customized in a manner that results in the 
cleanest, most-strain free connection possible. US, Euro, and UK AC terminations are all available.

 *  Optional terminations: 20A grounded USA Wall Plug; 20A IEC; plugs for 
EU, UK, and other electrical systems available.


